Parts List Search Window
①

②

⑦

③

④

⑤

⑧

⑥

① SAKAI
Displays the Top window.
② Integration button
Displays the Integration window.
※This button is displayed only when one or more files are selected for integration.
③ Integrated selection file clearance button
Clears the selection of integration files.
※This button is displayed only when one or more files are selected for integration.
④ Category reference button
Displays the Category Reference window.
⑤ Category reference result clearance button
Clears the results of reference.
⑥ All category close button
Closes all categories that are open.
⑦ Home tab
Displays the Hierarchical Search window.
⑧ Parts retrieval tab
Displays the Parts Retrieval window.
⑨ Document retrieval tab
Displays the Document Retrieval window.
⑩ Parts list display tab
Displays the Parts List Display window.
⑪ Cart confirmation tab
Displays the Cart Confirmation window.
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⑨

⑩

⑪

Category Reference Window

⑮

⑯

⑰

⑱

⑭

⑫

⑬

⑫ Hierarchical Search Tree view
Displays the Hierarchical Search Tree. See Table 1 for the icons.
⑬ Hierarchical Search Result view
Displays data of the category that has been retrieved. See Table 2 for the icons.
⑭ Integration checkbox
When the data to be integrated are in the PDF format, the data whose check boxes are checked
are listed in the Integration window upon clicking the Integration button.
⑮ Data thumbnail button
Clicking the thumbnail button displays the parts list.
Table 1: Icons displayed in the Hierarchical
When the button is an icon of a PDF file,
Search Tree view ⑪
the contents of the file are displayed.
⑯ Data name sort button
Expands the tree.
Every time the button is pressed, data are sorted by
Closes the tree.
name in ascending/descending order.
Indicates that no data is contained.
[▲] Sorts data in ascending order.
Indicates that data is contained.
Indicates that the data is under construction.
[▼] Sorts data in descending order.
Indicates that the category is open.
⑰ Data kind sort button
Indicates that the category is open.
Every time the button is pressed, data are sorted by
type in ascending/descending order.
Table 2: Icons displayed in the Hierarchical Search
[▲] Sorts data in ascending order.
Result view ⑫
[▼] Sorts data in descending order.
⑱ Sorts data in descending order.
Indicates that data is in the PDF format.
Every time the button is pressed, data are sorted
by size in ascending/descending order.
Thumbnail
Indicates that the data is a parts list.
[▲] Sorts data in ascending order.
[▼] Sorts data in descending order.
Displayed when no parts list thumbnail is available.
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Category Reference Window (Model)

①
②
③

④

① Candidate for Reference radio buttons
Select the target products for hierarchical search.
Option

Target

All

Searches all categories

The selected
category

Searches the categories under the
currently selected one.

② Search type radio buttons
Searching by Model retrieves information held by categories such as product names and
function names.
Searching by Serial number retrieves the category that stores the product whose serial number
is specified.
③ Reference button
Searches categories based on the conditions specified in ① and ②.
The characters of the category that holds a target product are displayed in red in the
Hierarchical Search Tree view as shown in Figure 4. The relevant tree down to the target
product is automatically expanded.
④ Close button
Closes the window

Search result

Category Reference Result window
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Category Reference Window (Serial Number)

①
②

③

① Candidate for Reference radio buttons

④

Select the target products for hierarchical search.
Option

Target

All

Searches all categories

The selected
category

Searches the categories under the
currently selected one.

② Search type radio buttons
Searching by Model retrieves information held by categories such as product names and
function names.
Searching by Serial number retrieves the category that stores the product whose serial number
is specified.
③ Reference button
Searches categories based on the conditions specified in ① and ②.
The characters of the serial number range that includes a serial number are displayed in red.
The relevant is automatically expanded.
④ Close button
Closes the window.

Search result
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Parts List Display Window

⑥
①② ③ ④

⑦ ⑧

⑤
⑨

① Scale-down button
Scales down the display of the parts list drawing.

② Magnification list
Selects the display magnification of the parts list drawing.

③ Scale-up button
Scales up the display of the parts list drawing.

④ Horizontal display button
Displays the parts list drawing and parts list on the left and right.

⑤ Vertical display button
Displays the parts list drawing and parts list above and below.
⑥ Reference button
Enter a part number and click the button. The displayed parts list is searched for the specified part and if
the target part is found, the color of the relevant balloon changes.
⑦ Print button
Displays the window for printing.
⑧ Shopping cart button
Adds the parts whose checkboxes are checked in the parts list ⑨ to the shopping cart and displays the
Shopping Cart window.
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Parts List Display Window
⑪

⑩

⑨

⑬

⑫

⑨ Parts list
⑩
⑪
⑫
⑬

Lists parts.
Shopping cart button
Adds the parts whose checkboxes are checked in the parts list (9) to the shopping cart and displays the
Shopping Cart window.
Parts list display tab
Displays the parts list.
Parts list drawing
Displays the drawing corresponding to a parts list.
The drawing can be moved by dragging the cursor.
Parts selection checkbox
Check the boxes of the parts you want to add to the shopping cart.

Balloon number (in the drawing)
Clicking a balloon number changes the color of the balloon together with the corresponding balloon number
in the parts list.
Balloon number (in the parts list)
Clicking a balloon number changes the color of the balloon together with the corresponding balloon number
in the drawing.
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Advanced Search – Document Retrieval Window
①
④

②

③
⑤

① Document retrieval tab
Displays the Document Retrieval window.
② Data name entry field
Enter a data name. The data is retrieved by partial matching.
③ Data kind selection
Select the type of data you want to search for (the selected type is highlighted).
Multiple types can be selected using the Shift or Ctrl key.
④ Reference button
Searches the category based on the condition specified in ②.
⑤ Search result view
Pressing the Reference button ④ displays the search result.
Searching can be continued by entering another data name in ②.
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Advanced Search - Parts Retrieval Window
①
④
②
③

⑤

① Parts retrieval tab
Displays the Parts Retrieval window.
② Part number entry field
Enter the part number to be retrieved.
The part number is retrieved by partial matching.
③ Part name entry field
Enter the part number to be retrieved.
The part number is retrieved by partial matching.
④ Reference button
Searches the category based on the conditions specified in② and ③.
⑤ Search result view
Pressing the Reference button ④ displays the search result.
Searching can be continued by entering another part number/name in ② and ③.
Note: Before performing part retrieval, be sure to close all the categories (Hierarchical Search
Tree view).
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